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“Yes!” Lord Banks gritted his teeth and said: “Aurous Hill was originally in the Wade Family’s sphere of
influence, belonging to the Wade Family’s territory. Ito Yuhiko suddenly went to Aurous Hill. It was
strange in itself, and he chose to stay at the Wade Family Hotel. It’s even more dangerous.”

Zayne hurriedly asked, “Dad, are you worried that the Ito family will cooperate with the Wade Family?”

“Yes.” Lord Banks said earnestly: “At present, our ocean shipping industry has been suspended across
the board, and the entire industry has
been in turmoil for a while. On the one hand, because of our suspension, the demand for international
shipping has a large gap that cannot be met.
Not counting the increase. On the other hand, the rented ships in our hands will be released to the
shipowners. Once released to the shipowners, these ships will become the objects of competition
among other families and businesses. Among them, the threat is the greatest. It’s the Wade Family!”

Zayne pondered for a moment and said, “Dad, if Lord Wade and the Ito family get on the line, it will be
too bad for us!
Maybe the Wade Family will completely overtake the Banks Family because of this opportunity!”

Lord Banks hummed, and said gloomily, “So right now there are several tasks that you need to solve
urgently.”

Zayne hurriedly stood up and said, “Dad, if there is anything I need to do, please let me know.”

Lord Banks said: “I want you to go to Aurous Hill. First, find out what is the motivation of Ito Yuhiko to
Aurous Hill, and then find a way to establish contact with Ito Yuhiko, and then strive for cooperation
with the Ito family.

You can also drive higher. First, let the Ito family give up the cooperation with the Wade Family, and
then slowly establish the cooperation with them. This time we don’t know how long it will punish us.
We must prepare for both! “

Zayne hurriedly said, “Dad, if I go to Aurous Hill, then you can’t be taken care of inhere. I don’t know if
you are in Aurous Hill now, you can’t get away for a while.”

“Don’t worry about me.” Lord Banks said faintly: “Now no one knows that I am in Southaven. They just
scold me outside, and there is no way to deal with me, so you should hurry up and get things done in
the Ito family! Even if there is no way to follow it.

Once the Ito family has reached a cooperation, they must never let them hold hands with the Wade
Family. Once they get together with the Wade Family, then we will be in big trouble!”

In Lord Banks’s eyes, the Wade Family had always been his mortal enemy.
The Banks Family and the Wade Family are like two bullies in the village. In terms of combat
effectiveness, the Banks Family is slightly stronger than the Wade Family.

However, if the two parties really fight, the Banks Family cannot easily win. Therefore, there has
always been no real major conflict between the two sides.



Now, the Banks Family accidentally slapped the foot, and the injury will not recover for a while, so the
combat effectiveness is a bit weaker than the Wade Family, which means that the situation of the two
sides has changed, but neither side dares. Fight to death with each other.
However, at this time the bully from

the neighboring village went to the Wade Family as a guest. What the Banks Family was most worried
about now was that the Wade Family and the bully from the neighboring

village would unite against him. If that were the case, the Banks Family would almost have no power to
resist.

Zayne said at this time: “Dad, if they both reach a consensus, then their next cooperation will be
determined. It is difficult for us to influence their choice!”

Lord Banks said indifferently: “It doesn’t matter if they can’t control their choice. The big deal is to
find a way to kill Ito in Aurous Hill, and then throw the pot to the Wade Family. Do you think about
how the Matsumoto family did it? They just wanted to kill. Fitz and Zara, and then throw the pot to the
Ito family?”

Zayne hesitated and said, “Dad, we are already facing a lot of problems now. Xion, Zara, and Deana,
these are the places where the outside world is targeting the Banks Family. If we continue to engage
in this kind of action, in

case It is really exposed, the consequences would be disastrous!

Lord Banks said coldly: “Unthinkable? I tell you what is unthinkable! Once the Wade Family and the Ito
family have reached a cooperation, they will definitely take advantage of this opportunity to rapidly
expand in the field of ocean transportation, which is likely to be within a few months. Destroy all our
foundations. If we lose this business, our strength will

be a bit lower than that of the Wade Family. If we lose this business and are picked up by the Wade
Family, then this is the case. , We will be more inferior than Mr. Wade!”
With that, Lord Banks said with a cold expression: “In any case, we can’t throw away the big cake of
ocean transportation!

Take a 10,000 step back and say, even if Lord Banks can’t eat this bowl of rice, I must smash his Wade’s
rice bowl Now! I can’t eat this bowl of rice, anyone else can eat it, but the Wade Family can’t!”
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